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Jouveaux, a tambour-worker, employed seventeen parish apprentice
girls, and had so cruelly ill-treated and starved them that five had died
*in a decline*. The girls worked at embroidery on muslin from four or
five in the morning till eleven or twelve at night, sometimes till two in
the morning, and sometimes all night. Their food was usually bread and
water, sometimes a few potatoes, sometimes rice boiled in water with-
out salt. It was brought to them to eat at their embroidery frames. The
seventeen slept in a garret in three beds. When there was no work they
had Sundays to themselves, otherwise they worked on Sunday.
Jouveaux moved his establishment from Hackney to Stepney Green at
four o'clock one morning, because the neighbours had called out
'shame*. The girls9 shrieks had been heard, and they had been seen
seeking in the hog-trough for food.107
Mrs Cappe pointed out that the cause of such treatment
... was in the very nature of the contract itself.... Children bound for their
labour, and more especially girls, whether by a charity school, by the Found-
ling Hospital or by their respective parishes, are always liable to be, and in
fact generally are, in some respect or other unkindly if not cruelly treated....
How much soever, by the adoption of wise and humane regulations, their
situation may be ameliorated,... while human nature and the state of society
remain what it is at present, children so bound will be less likely to conduct
themselves well, and must always be exposed to improper and unkind, if not
very cruel treatment.108
Yet, just at the time when social reformers, governors and directors
of the poor, and even vestries had become aware of the dangers of
apprenticeship, when the better-managed parishes were giving special
care to the binding out of poor children, the greatest scandal in rite
history of poor-law apprenticeship arose, the wholesale carting of
children from the London workhouses to the cotton mills of the north.
What is the explanation of this?
Child labour in manufacturing processes was not new. Defoe in
1726 found with admiration in Halifax (as in Norfolk) 'hardly anything
above four years but its hands [were] sufficient to itself*.109 In 1712 (and
probably long before) parish children were employed to turn the wheels
in the sheds of the gold and silver thread-spinners of Cripplegate.uo
In 1764, in a petition for a Bill to incorporate a manufactory of cambrics
and lawns at Winchelsea, it was stated

